
ENGLISH ESSAY ABOUT MY DREAM HOUSE

Free Essay: What I Call Home In life everyone has their own dreams, whether it be about cars, houses, or their career.
Most people I know.

They include roses, jasmine, pagoda tree, chameli, tulsi, money plant, etc. I knew that I would have to write
papers and possibly stand in front of people to either read or give speeches. Besides working full time, my
mom descriptive attend. The floor is covered with a thick woolen carpet, there are two big and beautiful
paintings on the wall. There are two extra rooms, one is for the guest and the other one could be a game room,
movie room, computer room or TV room. My brother on the english hand graduated high school, and is
currently dreamhouse attending college. The walls would have my favourite theme that will look cool on my
eyes. All these things make my house a beautiful and very nice place to live in. It has a shower. My two pets
will grow to be friends and learn to love each other. I love the adventures that I am able to experience
everyday, there is not one dull moment Of all of my wildest dreams there is not one hobby that I would not be
able to manifest. Watching colorful birds flying above my head while swimming in the pool would be a
fantastic experience. As I approach the front of the house I am surrounded by four columns leading to the most
elegant doors I have ever seen. Some people say you have to dreamhouse out for athletes and a lot of sports
you do that. On the contrary, if we live in a place close to the serenity of nature, our minds, bodies and spirits
will be filled with positive energies. I find myself on an all-white brick path leading to my dream house. The
drawing and dining rooms are tastefully decorated. The handles and the frame are made of brass. The show
House Hunters International is probably my favorite. The windows are also French style made of mahogany
wood. Most people I know dream to have the biggest and luxurious houses but I was always satisfied with
mine. There would also be a flower bed near the back door and a path leading to the garden shed and the
greenhouse, where I'd like to grow my own tomatoes, green peppers, parsleys, eggplants. I love learning and
discovering new things. That is why it is called a dream job. In conclusion, everything about my dream house
would reflect my feelings, thoughts and my personality so when you step in my house, you would, in a way,
get into my inner world. Is our subconscious mind trying to warn us about our waking state of mental health
and awareness? There is a large drawing-cum-dining hall, two bed rooms, kitchen and toilets. I may describing
be the best writer, but I know I will have to take this class eventually. The outer design of my dream house
should be attractively decorated as much as the interior because I prefer to spend time outdoors. My job I want
and keep forever.


